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Daily advancements in technology influence many aspects of society. In today’s 

political and economic era, the need for secure, computerized convenience is apparent. 

Cryptosystems play a major role for everyone, from an individual making an online 

purchase to the government communicating with an ally during wartime. As technology 

advances, so do cryptosystems. The author of this paper discusses different types of 

cryptosystems, from substitution ciphers to public key cryptography, and introduces the 

mathematical foundations of such systems. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

 Cryptography is the science of disguising communication to all but those intended 

to receive it. The need for cryptography began as far back as 1500 B.C.E., when 

Mesopotamian scribes wished to keep their pottery glaze formulas a secret [3]. Through 

the years, the science has continuously evolved and has been used mostly for military or 

political purposes. In the current technological era, where hand held computer devices 

can handle everything from electronic mail to the transferring of funds, the need for more 

secure, cost effective, and efficient forms of cryptography is constantly on the rise. 

 With cryptography comes cryptanalysis, the science of breaking codes and 

determining the system used to create those codes. Cryptanalysis has played a vital role 

in history, even helping to end World War II by the breaking of Japan’s Purple Code. 

Once the Allies were able to read secret messages out of Japan, they were able to predict 

movements in the Pacific, thus allowing them to plan their attacks accordingly [4]. Other 

examples of feats of cryptanalysis have been the decryption of Al Qaeda files and the 

extraction of important information from alleged loan sharks’ computers [3].  

 Whether cryptography and cryptanalysis are used for the military during war time 

or for online banking, they are clearly necessary tools in our advanced society. In this 

paper, the author will discuss the theories and mathematics behind several types of 

cryptosystems, from substitution ciphers to public key cryptography. 
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Chapter 2: Cryptosystems 

 

 A cryptosystem consists of a method for encryption, known as the algorithm, and 

a secret piece of information, known as the key. According to Landau, 
 
 
An algorithm is considered well designed if the expected workfactor to decode an 
encrypted message is approximately equal to the time it takes to search the key 
space. Thus, one can expect that, if the key length is k bits, the time to decrypt is 
approximately 12 k . Addition of a single bit to key length doubles the size of the 
search space [3, p.90]. 

 

A cryptosystem must adhere to the following guidelines: it must be fast to compute if 

given the key; it must be invertible, though the process should be difficult without the 

key; and the key must be large enough to be secure without getting too expensive, since 

the secret communication of key bits can get costly very quickly [3]. 

 The simplest ways of encrypting the written word, which date back to the 

aforementioned Mesopotamian scribes, are substitution and transposition. The former 

method substitutes one set of symbols for another, and the latter method alters a set of 

symbols. These basic methods, although useful in their simplicity, are easy to break with 

frequency analysis. This process uses the relative occurrence in everyday language of 

certain letters, pairs, etc., to decode a message [3]. 

 An encryption function, or enciphering transformation, is a mathematical 

function that converts plaintext, the original message, to ciphertext, the coded message. 

Using linear functions for the input and key does not seem to be the most secure choice, 

since breaking it would simply entail solving small sets of linear equations; however, due 

to the cryptosystem guidelines previously listed (fast, invertible, and inexpensive), linear 

functions are tempting to use [3]. 
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Caesar Ciphers 

 One of the earliest cryptosystems, used by Julius Caesar around 50 B.C.E., is 

known as the Caesar cipher. According to Luciano and Prichett [4], Caesar used a simple 

cipher that shifted the alphabet three places to the right, and wrapped the last three letters 

back onto the first three: 

 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 

 

were represented by 

 

D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z A B C.  

 

For instance, the plaintext message 

 

MATHEMATICS   IS   FUN 

 

would have been written as the ciphertext 

 

PDWLHPDWLFV   LV   IXQ. 

 

This transformation could easily be performed by a computer using modular arithmetic. 

Each letter, A through Z, would be assigned a number, 0 through 25. To encode a 

message, the following transformation would be used: 

 

)26)(mod3()(  MME , 
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where M represents the numerical value assigned to a plaintext letter. The decryption 

function, or decoding transformation, would therefore be 

 

)26)(mod23()(  CCD , 

 

where C represents the numerical value assigned to a ciphertext letter [4, p.3]. Although 

Caesar chose 3 as his key, any integer would have had the same effect. Working in 

modulo 26, there are 26 distinct integer choices for keys. The actual identity, however, is 

the trivial choice that would provide no secrecy. That means, unfortunately, that one 

could easily break the code in less than 26 attempts. 

 Anshel [1] describes the Caesar cipher in a slightly different way: Let A denote 

the alphabet, where the set of letters  ZCBA ,...,,,  is represented by the set of symbols 

 25210 ,...,,, aaaa , and let FM(A) denote the free monoid based on A. The finite number 

of words created from A make up the elements of FM(A). Anshel wrote the enciphering 

transformation for the Caesar cipher as 

 

 26mod1|),( jiaa ji  , 

 

where the ciphertext is created by replacing ia  of the plaintext with 1ia . For example, 

‘MATH’ ( 719012 aaaa ) would be encoded as ‘LZSG’ ( 6182511 aaaa ). The symbol is used 

to denote equality in FM(A). For instance, if u and v represent the exact same string of 

symbols, then vu  . If u and v are multiplied, then it is written as uv. As stated by 

Anshel, “A rewriting system RW on A consists of the pair (A, P) where 

 

).()( AFMAFMP   
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A derivation with respect to RW is a finite sequence of words in FM(A), 

 

nww ,...,1  

 

such that either n = 1 or for each i  = 1,…, n -1 there exists 

 

)(, AFMyx ii   

and 

Pvu ii ),(  

such that the equations 

iiii yuxw   

and 

iiii yvxw 1  

 

hold [1, p.836].” The pair ),( ii vu is called the rewriting rule, and nw can be derived from 

1w . Thus, from the example above, ‘MATH’ would be enciphered to ‘LZSG’ by the 

following derivation: 

 

618251171825117192511719011719012 ,,,, aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa . 

 

Decimation Ciphers 

 Another type of cipher is the decimation cipher, which uses multiplication by a 

number key [4]. The key number must be relatively prime to 26, though, or the 

enciphering function would represent multiple letter solutions. For instance, if the 
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multiplier 4 was chosen as the key, E(O) could be confused as E(K), since 

)26)(mod10(414  . The general enciphering transformation function is 

 

)26(mod)( kMME  , 

 

where M is the number that represents a plaintext letter and k is the integer multiplier 

mentioned above. If 5 were chosen for k, the enciphering transformation would be 

 

)26(mod5)( MME  , 

 

and the deciphering transformation would be 

 

)26(mod21)( CCD  , 

 

where C is the number that represents the ciphertext letter, and the coefficient of C is the 

multiplicative inverse modulo 26 of k. In the example above, 21 is the multiplicative 

inverse modulo 26 of 5 since )26(mod1105)21(5  . Although multiplication seems a 

bit more complex than addition, decimation ciphers are even less secure than Caesar 

ciphers since there are only 12 distinct multiplier keys that are relatively prime to 26, 

compared to the 26 distinct keys for a Caesar cipher. 

 

Linear Ciphers 

 A linear cipher is a combination of the Caesar and decimation ciphers [4]. The 

standard enciphering transformation for a linear cipher is 
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                                                  )26)(mod()( tkMME  ,                                             (1) 

 

where t is an integer and k is an integer relatively prime to 26. Since there are 12 distinct 

key choices for a decimation cipher and 26 for a Caesar cipher, there are 3122612   

unique keys for linear ciphers. 

 The author has created an example similar to that in [4] to model the decoding of 

a linear cipher. The following is a string of ciphertext created by using a linear cipher: 

 

UTWHF    OSTIH     LWEMF     LGMUE     GVUGO 

ZYMEV     SCIFL     FOUTG     IFGMG     UTGFM. 

 

Using frequency analysis, one can compare the frequencies of the letters used in the 

ciphertext (Table 1) with the predicted frequencies of letters used in the English language 

(Table 2). 

 
 
Table 1.  Frequencies of letters used in the ciphertext from the example above. 
A   B   C   D   E   F   G   H   I   J   K   L   M   N   O   P   Q   R   S   T   U   V   W   X   Y  Z

0    0    1    0    3   6    7   2    3  0   0    3    5    0    3   0    0    0    2   4   5    2     2    0    1   1
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Table 2.  Individual letter frequencies in 4 million characters of English text [4, p.5]. 
Letter Frequency Probability Letter Frequency Probability 

A 321712 .0804 N 283561 .0709 
B 61472 .0154 O 303844 .0760 
C 122403 .0306 P 79845 .0200 
D 159726 .0399 Q 4226 .0011 
E 500334 .1251 R 244867 .0612 
F 92100 .0230 S 261470 .0654 
G 78434 .0196 T 370072 .0925 
H 219481 .0549 U 108516 .0271 
I 290559 .0726 V 39504 .0099 
J 6424 .0016 W 76673 .0192 
K 26972 .0067 X 7779 .0019 
L 165559 .0414 Y 69334 .0173 
M 101339 .0253 Z 3794 .0009 

 
 

Notice from Table 2 that the most common letter used in the English language is E, and 

the second most common letter is T. Notice from Table 1 that the most common letter 

used in the ciphertext was G, followed by F. It would be logical, therefore, to start by 

assuming that G in the ciphertext represents E from the plaintext, and that F represents T. 

Because the author is predicting that G is representing E, the assumption is made that 

E(4) = 6. Using the same process, because the author is predicting that F is representing 

T, the assumption is made that E(19) = 5. Therefore, (1) is used to create the following 

system of linear congruences: 

 

)26(mod64  tk  

)26(mod519  tk . 

 

Using number theory techniques, the system is rewritten as the following (note that the 

second congruence was changed to an equivalent one modulo 26 in order to avoid a 

negative solution once the system is solved algebraically): 
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)26(mod64  tk  

)26(mod3119  tk . 

 

Once the top congruence is multiplied by -1 and the system is added together,  

 

)26(mod2515 k  

or 

nk 262515  . 

If n = 10, 

28515 k  

and 

k = 19. 

 

Substituting k = 19 into the first congruence, 

 

)26(mod6)19(4  t  

 

nt 26676   

 

7870  t  (for n = 3) 

 

8t . 

 

Now that k and t are known, the predicted enciphering transformation is 
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)26)(mod819()(  MME . 

 

And since the multiplicative inverse modulo 26 of 19 is 11, and the additive inverse 

modulo 26 of 8 is 18, the predicted deciphering transformation is 

 

)26)(mod18(11)(  CCD . 

 

Using these transformations, Table 3 shows how the prior ciphertext would correspond to 

plaintext. 

 
Table 3.  Ciphertext from the example above along with its corresponding plaintext. 
Ciphertext  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z

                   0    1   2    3   4   5   6    7  8  9  10  11 12  13  14 15 16  17 18 19 20  21  22  23  24 25 

                   16  1   12  23 8  19  4  15   0  11  22  7   18  3  14  25 10  21  6   17  2   13  24  9  20  5

Plaintext     Q  B  M  X  I  T  E  P  A  L  W  H  S  D  O  Z  K  V  G  R  C  N  Y  J  U  F 

 

The secret message, then, would be decoded as 

 

CRYPT     OGRAP     HYIST     HESCI     ENCEO 

FUSIN     GMATH     TOCRE     ATESE     CRETS 

or 

CRYPTOGRAPHY IS THE SCIENCE OF 

USING MATH TO CREATE SECRETS. 
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Substitution Ciphers 

 The ciphers listed above are forms of substitution ciphers, which replace one 

letter of the alphabet with another by using an enciphering transformation. A general 

substitution cipher, however, involves the alphabet being scrambled in any way the 

message’s author chooses. In other words, the encoder picks one letter to represent A, 

another to represent B, and so forth. Due to this random sense of encoding, the number of 

keys is increased to 26!, a number greater than 26104 , making cryptanalysis extremely 

difficult. However, because each plaintext letter is always replaced by the same 

ciphertext letter, frequency analysis can be used to decipher the message. Other common 

occurrences in the English language can prove helpful, such as initial or final letters, or 

common pairs or triplets of letters. The latter two occurrences are called digraphs and 

trigraphs, respectively. Research has shown that approximately 28 letters of ciphertext 

are needed in order to decode a message using frequency analysis [4, p.6].  

 

Polyalphabetic Ciphers 

 Polyalphabetic ciphers are a step up from substitution ciphers in that frequency 

analysis would prove unhelpful in the decoding process. With polyalphabetic ciphers, 

each plaintext letter is not always represented by the same ciphertext letter. Because of 

this, the number of possible keys increases exponentially. The French cryptographer 

Vigenère created a polyalphabetic cipher that used both a keyword and a Caesar cipher 

[4, p.6]. 

 As an example of a polyalphabetic cipher, suppose one wanted to encode the 

following message: 

 

THE EAGLE HAS LANDED. 
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A keyword would be chosen, such as ‘CODE,’ and that keyword would represent four 

separate, consecutive Caesar ciphers that would be repeatedly applied to the original 

message. Note from Table 4 that ‘CODE’ is represented numerically by 2, 14, 3, 4. 

Therefore, to encode the message, the first letter would be shifted 2 to the right, the 

second letter shifted 14, the third letter shifted 3, and the fourth letter shifted 4. Then that 

process would repeat until all letters have been encoded, i.e., the fifth letter shifted by 2, 

the sixth by 14, the seventh by 3, the eighth by 4, and so on. The enciphering process is 

shown below. 

 
 
Table 4.  Numerical representations of the alphabet. 
              A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z 

              0    1   2    3   4   5   6    7  8  9  10  11 12  13  14 15 16  17 18 19 20  21  22  23  24 25 

 

T H E       E A G L E       H A S       L A N D E D 

                               19 7  4       4  0  6 11 4      7  0 18     11 0 13 3  4 3 

 

                  Add:     2  14 3      4  2  14 3  4      2 14 3      4  2  14 3  4 2 

 

                               21 21 7      8 2 20 14 8       9 14 21    15 2 27 6 8 5 

                               V  V H      I C  U  O  I        J  O V     P  C B  G I F     

 

The encoded message would thus be written as: 

 

VVHICUOIJOVPCBGIF. 
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Notice that the first two letters of the ciphertext are the same; however, this is not the 

case with the original message. So, again, this code is difficult to break since frequency 

analysis would not be helpful. 

 A Vernian cipher is a polyalphabetic cipher created by the United States Army in 

1917 [4, p.7]. With this cipher, the key is randomly selected, has the same length as the 

message, and is only used once. The combination of those properties makes the Vernian 

cipher practically unbreakable. The problem with this type of cipher lies in the 

management of the key, since both the sender and the receiver have to have the entire 

string of random numbers. If the key is intercepted or used more than once, cryptanalysis 

is imminent. 

 

One-way Functions 

A key is symmetric if it provides a person with enough information to both 

encipher and decipher messages. Symmetric keys were used for all cryptographic 

messages up until the late seventies. In the late sixties, one-way ciphers were introduced. 

As stated by Koblitz and Menezes,  

 
Speaking informally, a one-to-one function YXf : is ‘one-way’ if it is easy to 

compute f(x) for any Xx  but hard to compute )(1 yf  for most randomly 
selected y in the range of f…passwords and their enciphered forms were regarded 
as integers modulo a large prime p, and the ‘one-way’ map from  p/  to  p/  
was given by a polynomial f(x) which is not hard to evaluate by computer but 
which takes an unreasonably long time to invert [2, p.599]. 
 

Public Key Cryptography 

Public key cryptography was invented in 1975 by Whitfield Diffie and Martin 

Hellman [4]. This type of cryptography uses one-way functions for encoding messages. 

Basically, a public key encryption function, E, is used to convert plaintext to ciphertext 
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by anyone who has the public key. The inverse function, D, is a function that would then 

be used to decipher the message by a recipient that has the private key. Mathematically, if 

M represents the plaintext and C represents the ciphertext, 

 

E(D(C)) = (C)  

and  

D(E(M)) = M . 

 

Without the private key, D is almost impossible to compute. The security of public key 

cryptosystems relies on a branch of computer science known as computational 

complexity theory. Complexity theory deals with the number of steps it takes to complete 

an algorithm. If an algorithm exists that can compute a function in kd steps, where k and 

 are constants and d is the size of the input, then the function is considered “easy” to 

compute. In public key cryptography, no such algorithm exists for D [4, p.8].   

            The benefit of public key cryptography is that everyone can send messages using 

the same public key, which can simply be looked up in a directory. No prior 

arrangements need to be established. Another benefit is that this type of cryptography 

allows for signatures [4]. A signature is a computerized way of knowing that the sender 

of a message is indeed who she claims to be, which is crucial in many of today’s 

electronic transactions. 

Public key cryptography was not needed several decades ago when cryptography 

was primarily used for military or political purposes. At that time, symmetric keys were 

sufficient. With the increase in technology, especially for economic uses, public key 

cryptography has taken the lead. The following is a list of situations that have benefited 

from public key cryptosystems [2, p.601]: 
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 Confidential message transmission 

 Identification systems 

 Authentication 

 Nonrepudiation (guarding against a situation when someone claims not to have 

agreed to something they actually did agree to) 

 Key establishment (for symmetric key users that want to trade keys on open 

airwaves) 

 Electronic cash mechanisms 

 Electronic voting  

  

The RSA System 

 One of the first public key systems was invented in 1977 by Ronald Rivest, Adi 

Shamir, and Leonard Adelman [4]. Their cryptosystem, known as RSA, has been widely 

used, especially for electronic commerce. The system is based on a pair of prime numbers 

that are large enough to make factoring their product “impossible” from a computational 

point of view. 

 According to Meijer [5, p.104], the system works as follows: a recipient, R, 

chooses two large primes, p and q, and finds their product, n. Next, R chooses an integer 

e that is relatively prime to )(n , where  

 

)1)(1()(  qpn . 

 

R can then find an integer )](,1[ nd   such that 

 

)(mod1 nde  . 
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Next, R publishes n and e in a public directory. Note, however, that the factorization of n, 

i.e., p and q, remains confidential. Once a sender, S, decides to send a message, M, to R, 

she can find n and e in the aforementioned directory. Assume that M has been converted 

to an integer between 1 and n-1 by an agreed upon rule; S then uses the following 

enciphering transformation: 

 

xMMME e  mod)( . 

 

Once R receives x, he can use the following deciphering transformation: 

 

nxxD d mod)(  . 

 

R then solves for M [5, p.104]: 

))(()( MEDxD   

 

)mod( nMD e  

 

nM ed mod  

 

nM nk mod)(1   

 

nMM kn mod][ )( . 

 

Since Euler’s Theorem states that nM n mod1)(  , 
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.1)( MMxD k   

 

 Extensive research has been done regarding the security of the RSA. Although 

factorization of n = pq has not been proven to be the only way to break the RSA, it has 

always been the main threat. According to Luciano and Prichett [4, p.13], “In order to 

protect an RSA encryption cipher from attack, certain conditions must be satisfied: 

(i)    p and q should each be at least 100 digits 

(ii)   p and q should differ in length by a few digits 

(iii)  (p-1, q-1) should be large 

  (iv)  Each of the integers 1,1  qp should have at least one large prime factor.” 

            While the RSA public key system is founded on elementary number theory, other 

public key cryptosystems exist that are powered by elliptical curves. Symmetric key 

cryptosystems, although less convenient than their public key counterpart, tend to work 

much faster. Because of this, often a public key system will simply be used to secretly 

exchange a key that will then be used in a symmetric key system [3]. 
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Chapter 3: Conclusion 

 

 Daily advancements in technology influence many aspects of society. In today’s 

political and economic era, the need for secure, computerized convenience is apparent. 

Cryptosystems play a major role for everyone, from an individual making an online 

purchase to the government communicating with an ally during wartime. As technology 

advances, so do cryptosystems. Cryptography has been around in many forms for over 

3500 years, from basic Caesar ciphers to public key. Although this paper only skimmed 

the surface of  the mathematics involved in cryptosystems, a lot of research exists for 

further study. 

 The author will leave the reader with one last message that was encoded using the 

polyalphabetic cipher discussed on page 12: 

 

 

Y V R I X S U W C W G W G Q U I V G V I E F H X U O U I P C I Y P A X W V B R 

X J O Y I J O G E P M.
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